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Thirteen years ago, the Elder Alliance, an
alliance that had unified the elf, human and

dwarf races, fell into a war. The war was
followed by a three hundred year drought,

when evil spirits flooded the lands of Gaelyn
and caused environmental disasters all over.

However, that was the last time human
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history had recorded news about the Elder
Alliance. In the centuries that followed, the
Elder Alliance has been forgotten, while the
peoples were forced to survive. In that time,
their sorrow was enhanced by the curse of

the Elder's affinity to the power of darkness.
All of the races were forced to retreat within
their homelands, and the Elder Alliance was

nowhere to be found. However, a legend
existed which said that a large group of

elves who had been the ruling race of the
Elder Alliance landed on the shores of the

Pacific Ocean. And what happened to them
afterwards was the lore of the legend of the

Elden Ring, which was created to guide
people toward the light. 1. What is this? This
is the legendary story of the lost empire of
the Elder Alliance which sought the light. *

First Online RPG in the Elder Story Arc * First
Online RPG to take place in the Lands

Between * First Online RPG in the Elden Ring
* First Online RPG to combine Online and

Offline Play Elements * First Online RPG with
a Graphic Novel 2. Story The story of the
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Elden Ring is a story of the decline of the
Elder Alliance and the search for a way to

live together once again. But, as it is now the
lands between the boundaries of the four

races, many mysterious things await in their
midst. You, a Darkspawn, get attacked by

other people in the Darkspawn Village and in
result killed, you come to your last moments

and the uninvited guests arrive. In the
afterlife, the vampire-like spirits arrive and
you get restored as a vampire. Before you

transform into a vampire, you come to
awareness and are informed that you are

chosen to restore the Darkspawn people and
vampires to their original states. 3. Battles &
Darkspawn are Real What you deal with as a

Darkspawn is the real Darkspawn, While
what you deal with as a vampire is a living
breathing thing that has its own thoughts,
feelings, and will. 4. Crafting & Skill Make

over 250 fantasy weapons and items. Craft

Features Key:
Operation: The Online Dimension of the Ritual

Map Screen: An Unrehearsed Play
War Cry: The Soul of the Action RPG
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Mocking Plains: Dynamic Modeling Effects

Triple Triad

Rowoku’s battle engine
VRRPG’s graphics engine
Oat ’s music engine

Publisher:

OAT. INC.
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VRRS @ Oat Games 

Oat is proud to announce the launch of the popular online RPG, VRRS and the release of the VRRS Elden
Ring!

Players can login with their Facebook account or create a new account to play the VRRS online games,
including MMO, MMORPG, and multiplayer RPG.

Roughly 200 games have already been created, according to the first-hand opinions of players. Many role-
playing games have been launched, such as Oi:Realm, VRRS, Oasongames, and YrfF.

VRRS has got the best online game engine and development platform
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